The Development of a Surveillance System with Different Transmission Protocols
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Abstract—In this report we adopt different communication protocols to implement an uninterrupted green energy surveillance system. There are three major sub-systems includes charging sub-system, control sub-system and liquid display sub-system. On the basis of several transmission protocols, including Bluetooth, Wifi and Zigbee capability combined with wireless transmission techniques, the proposed surveillance system is designed for monitoring a green energy system remotely. The system is evaluated and measured both using the testing data report results. The proposed surveillance system can be fully extended to several different kinds of applications, such as, health care and environmental inspection. The experimental measurement results significantly show that the developed system are well established, the measured data gathered at both sides (transmitter and receiver) is also validated by shown in the display systems.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Transmission protocols play an important role in the surveillance system which bases on several real world application advantages such as low cost, easy establishment, self-organizing capacity and wide deployment for experimental research or real world practical applications. The paper [1] discussed the use of Bluetooth designed with 8 channels for energy conservation, in which the sensors are implemented to sense and monitor the environmental conditions and take decision. Finally, the authors the designed system increases only by 0.00036 W/hr at the load terminal. For tutorial point an overview of technologies used for wired and wireless sensor networks is presented in [2]. For wireless sensor network with different applications in which some features of zigbee, enOcean, wavenis, Z-wave, Wifi and Bluetooth are also discussed. It is very important to demand side energy management for a grid connected household with a locally generated photovoltaic energy. To ensure efficient household energy management, smart scheduling of electrical appliances has been presented in [3] in which the energy management of a single household that is equipped with a grid tied rooftop PV system and a set of devices acts as the consumer and producer of electrical energy. Different transmission protocols infrastructure have spread widely in various human life applications such as health care, automotive control, military command, communications and surveillance [4, 5]. Thus, study of the issues in each transmission protocols layer has gradually become a new research trend. These research areas include power consumption networking topology, signal processing, environmental monitoring deployment, transmission Media, etc.. It is known that the greater the number of sensor nodes in the network the more precise the results provided to the BS (base station). However, in order to reduce the number of parameters for system performance, decreasing the number of sensor nodes to the optimal number is a good method. The mobility sensors is also an important point that can be applied to solve the coverage hole problem in WSNs [6, 7]. Combining WNSs with RFID (radio frequency identification) devices is another recent study issue. For example, they can be combined together to solve surveillance issues [8, 9]. Traditionally, wired transmission is the normal technique applied in energy monitoring. Wired communication was applied in monitoring the solar energy with project results reported in [10-11]. The system parameters in solar energy systems include the current, voltage and photovoltaic transformation power. Numerous publications have addressed these issues. Authors in [11] proposed a monitoring system design based on solar energy for a greenhouse wireless sensor network. The electrical power usage of facility electrical devices was periodically obtained from each of the wireless sensor devices in [12]. In [13] the authors present an overview of the different energy harvesting technologies and the energy saving mechanisms for WSN. The related research issues on energy efficiency for sensor networks using energy harvesting technology are then discussed. The authors’ claimed that the system combined energy management with energy transfer, ensuring the energy collected by the solar energy batteries would be used reasonably. Photovoltaic systems with managed output and methods for managing output variability from photovoltaic systems are described in [14]. A plurality of the photovoltaic modules was configured to receive and convert solar energy. A photovoltaic monitoring system was designed to provide general parameters [15, 16], e.g., energy conservation and stability, for a solar energy monitoring system with the selected parameters used for the photovoltaic cells and controller [17, 18]. In [19] a method and system for non-invasive sensing and monitoring a processing system employed in semiconductor manufacturing was disclosed. A utility model that discloses a photovoltaic greenhouse monitoring system based on a WSN is proposed in [20]. This system was comprised of wireless information collecting nodes with high reliability and easy to expand. Recently, the IOT (internet of thing) concept has become a very important technique applied to sensing, communication and networking.
In the near future it will be applied mostly in monitoring and surveillance systems imbedded into internet environments [21].

Green energy applications are gradually achieving an important position in industry development due to the shortage of renewable energy. Certainly, the issue of efficiency promotion in solar system to complete energy transformation becomes relatively very important. The requirement for a wireless surveillance system for “looking at” a charging system is necessary. This paper proposes a fresh idea to implement an uninterrupted solar surveillance system with a radio system. The proposed monitoring system is an ubiquitous system, i.e., it can be deployed at any location where a solar system is established. This system is designed to be initially established as a prototype model that can be commercialized after implementation and the measurements are completed. The measurement results of the implemented monitoring system provide useful results for the solar energy parameters to the operator who may not reside at the site via Internet protocol communication systems. The measurements are held at the campus around Dayeh University located in Central Taiwan (R.O.C) at a 2.2 acre site [22].

II. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE CLAIMS

The proposed solar energy monitoring system has three sub-systems, including the charging sub-system, the controlling sub-system and display sub-system, as illustrated in Figs. 2 (a) and (b), respectively.

![Figure 1. System Architecture](image)

**A. Charging Sub-system**

The charging sub-system gathers energy through the solar cells, that is, the energy will be charged by the solar cell (photovoltaic) system and the energy will be stored in a long consuming battery. Back-up charging will be provided by the city power system if the energy cannot be maintained at a threshold value by the solar system. To maintain the system capable of running non-interrupted, certain signals will be captured through the system nodes utilizing RFID (radio frequency identification) techniques. The system is presented in Figs. 2(a) in which components identified, solar cell plant, also called PV (photovoltaic) array cell (or solar cell panel) with 260 Watt, a DC 12-V charging battery, a battery with about 0.5KVA power in the charging sub-system. After the waveform shaper filters the energy generated from the charging sub-system, power is provided to all of the other sub-systems. By the way, the 0.5KVA power charging battery is also providing full controlling sub-system described in the following with extra power.

**B. Controlling Sub-system**

The controlling sub-system, as shown in Fig. 2(b), records and analyzes the data transmitted from the charging sub-system using an active embedded radio reader that reads the detected data passed from the tags. There will be tags attached in sub-system charging places where the active RFID system reader will read the effective data into the server via a serial port that communicates with a control server [23]. Thus, this sub-system is realized with hardware and software components described as below;

The A/D (analog to digital) converter samples, quantizes and codes the received data. A cost effective matching micro processor in the A/D device ADC0804, which is a serial product from Intersil Company with 8 bits precision, is chosen for the converter in this implementation. The ADC0804 specifications can be found in its data sheet [24]. There are 3 sample points designed to absorb alternatively the analog amplitude from the solar cell. The sampling rate can be adjusted by the crystal oscillator frequency of the MCU, hence, the transmission rate is adjustable. However, there still has an upper limitation rate depends on the specification of A/D converter.

Based on the usual reasons for choosing a micro processor, e.g., multi-functional, simple designing, low cost and easy to acquire the chip packaged and numbered “AT89C51 PC24” from the @ATMEL company has become the candidate for this sub-system [25]. Moreover, the specified PC board serial number 89C51 packaged in PDIP (plastic dual inline package) form was selected as the main chip designated for the main circuit. It is known that the operating time clock of the 89C51 is generated from an internal oscillator (pin 18 and pin 19) with a frequency of 11.0592MHz. Once the 89C51 baud rate is determined using a precision value generated from an embedded internal timer, the aforementioned operating frequency will have stability matched to the 9600 bps (bit per second) operating baud rate of the RF (radio frequency) module which passes the solar cell messages. The 89C51 MODE 1, with 9600 band rate without parity check bit, 8 data bits and
one stop bit, i.e., “9600, N, 8, 1” communication protocol, is operating in \( T/H 1 \) of internal timer 1 (timer 1 high bit). Moreover, other operating modes are set with mode 2 of 8 bit auto-loaded, SMODE = 0 of single baud rate, hereafter, the right value of TH1 can be calculated as

\[
TH1 = 256 - \frac{3^{8 \times 1.0592 \times 10^6}}{386 \times R_p}
\]

where \( SMOD \) denotes the internal TIMER model type of 89C51, \( f_{osc} \) represents the crystal oscillator frequency, \( R_p \) is the baud rate in the communication port. For example, the internal timer 1, \( T/H 1 \), will become as

\[
TH1 = 256 - \frac{3^{8 \times 1.0592 \times 10^6}}{386 \times 9600} = 253 = FDH
\]

, when 9600 and model 0 timer baud rate are selected. Several important pin assignments are described as follows. The pin number P3.0 and P3.1 of 89C51 PORT3 are assigned as the communicating to and receiving function from the RF module, respectively. On the other hand, P3.0 and P3.1 are correspondingly connected to the TX and RX of the RF module and the P3.2 and P3.3 of PORT3 are two pins for accepting external interruption. The 8 pins P0.0 to P0.7 of PORT0 are designated connecting to an aligned 8 LEDs for error monitoring. The data bits (DB7 to DB0) coming out from the A/D device ADC0804 are arranged in contact with P1.7 to PT1.0 of 89C51 PORT 1. There are 3 connectors P2.0, P2.1, P2.2 of PORT2 which are assigned to periodically (adjustable) absorb the sampled data from 3 reedy relays (DIA050000, \( I_j = 10mA \), \( V_j = 5V \), defined in the data sheet [24]) derived using 3 open collector inverters, respectively. The reedy relay operating time is 0.5 ms which is important for reacting to receive the signal from A/D converter, i.e., the operation frequency is almost to reach 800Hz. PORT2 P2.3 and P2.4 are for RD and TR of ADC0804 to play as the signaling role when the data is read and written already, respectively. In contrast, P2.5 at PORT2 be linked to NTR of ADC0804 for informing the ready status which the A/D convert is completed. Furthermore, the advantage of RF transmission in MCU 89C51 is useful for this design due to its variable transmission rate, from 1200 to 19200 b/s which is helpful for the incremental the performance of data transfer. Finally, the overall specification can be checked at the Web page of [21]. The solar surveillance system prototype is designed with the detailed block diagram shown in Figs. 2(a) and (b).

C. Liquid Displaying Sub-system

The captured data from the Tag components will be detected by the active reader and the complete information passed to the end server via the RF modem modules. The system management display panel is designed and shown in Fig. 3. There is a communication protocol setting for adjusting the dual port parameters. The total count displays the gathered solar data records and there are 3 nodes for showing the voltage values including BV (battery voltage), SLV (solar with load voltage), and SWLV (solar without loading voltage) with the expression in hexadecimal format illustrated in Table 1. The error code column illustrates the corresponding error status occurring during the monitoring interval. A column named “data file content” displays the date and time information involved in status events. All necessary information about this solar energy system can be monitored through the panel set up.

![Figure 3. The gathering data from 3 different points](image)

For evaluating the lifetime of any sensor nodes deployed in the WSN environment some conditions are taken into account in the integrated sub-systems. All consumed energy is supported by the charging sub-system.

III. RESULTS AND SIMULATIONS

There are 16 counts received data will be transmitted to a server established at the receiver through a RF module with band of 928MHz. The information includes items described in the last 2.3 subsection successively shown in Fig. 3. The most important elements in the monitoring system are the stability and reliability. It is known that interference generated from the environment is the critical issue in RF transmission. The prototype system was verified using two experimental scenarios at the Dayeh university campus. The two experimental cases were set up using different RF transmission modules. The simulated solar energy system and the monitoring system were placed at the front door of Dayeh University and inside the Lab room, respectively. The distance between these two places was about 200 meters. The measured voltage data included BV, SLV, and SWLV gathered during the afternoon hours 12:00 to 17:00 PM. The aforementioned experiment exhibited a large amount of channel fading, which included large scale fading (huge academy building, big tree), and small scale fading (pedestrians). Because the class was dismissed at the noon time 12:00 to PM 12:30 interval, the interruptions were caused mostly by people moving around the experimental area. This phenomenon was satisfactory and expected. The RF modules definitely interfered with the fading coming out of the transmission channel. It is an original idea of power management in solar cell implemented in this article. Since the real-time data of the solar cell is transmitted by RF protocol which differs from the one shown in [5, 6]. However, the separation between the solar cell platform and the monitoring terminal will be constrained due to the RF
protocols. Furthermore, for confirmation there are experimental results shown in Fig. 4 obtained from the simulation. The distance is about 10 meters, a pair of RF transmission modules 928MHz is applied. There are 3 simulated curves shown in Fig. 4 in which the results from receiving the digitalized solar cell data, therein, the curve with little triangle, the plot with little square, and the graph with little circle represent solar voltage with non-loading, solar voltage with full-loading, and the battery voltage, respectively. All the curves were collected during the period of AM 11:00 to PM 2:30 which is scaled as Y axis (time axis) and X-axis represents the amplitude of voltage. It is reasonable to understand that the curve with little triangle is easily interrupted by shadowing, for example, the building, the pedestrians, or some tree. Besides, the other two kinds of measured voltages are much more stable. These facts significantly prove that the developed monitoring system in this article is definitely a new design.

Figure 4. Measured voltage curves with indoor building to outdoor by using 928MHz RF transmission

IV. CURRENT & FUTURE DEVELOPMENTS

The RF modules, which can be alternatively replaced with Bluetooth, were adopted to transmit the necessary solar energy system information wirelessly. The WSN concept was also applied in the data gathering implementation from different places where solar energy systems could be installed. To avoid the severe shadowing effect from different transmission protocols such as ZigBee, GPRS, and Wifi, these technologies will be tested in the future in a suitable environment. The RFID techniques can be fused into the implementation for secure purposes.
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